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The BFS Total Program is dedicated to developing 
students and athletes in all sports and activities 
maximize their potential. Agililty is one component 
and is a skill that can be enhanced through 
measurable drills record keeping.

25
Agility Drills  
for every athlete
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Cones can be placed 5 to 15 yards apart, depending on the sport of the participants
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Spring Outside and Get on the Field!  
25 drills for developing students and athletes in 
all sports and activities. Agility is one component 
and is a skill that can be enhanced through 
measurable drills record keeping. Use these drills 
and a stop watch and make some records!

The BFS Dot Drill 
Pad is the warm up 
foundation to all the 
work we do in the BFS 
Total Program. The 
BFS Dot Drill gives 
athletes a perfect start 
to get their muscles 
firing before a work 
out while building 
the agility and foot 
speed to compete on 
the field of play. We 
recommend two Dot 
Drill pads for every 
work out station. 
ONLY $49 
EACH

Download Your FREE ebook “25 Agility Drills”
BFS is committed to helping coaches and teachers develop 
young bodies and these drills are perfect for any age, class or 
skill level! Run these drills for time and accuracy and have some 
fun with agility! Click Here!
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Like, Follow and Subscribe to the CoachBFS 
YouTube channel to stay informed on a wide 
variety of program enhancing techniques  
including stretching for speed

Stretching the Truth
One challenge I have been facing in working 
with sports coaches in my area is having them 
understand that not all research can be directly 
applied to sports performance, or for that matter 
should be. Let’s take stretching.

The majority of young athletes I’ve worked with 
over the past year come from programs that do 
not have their athletes stretch on a regular ba-
sis. When I’ve asked them why, the answer I get 
is that static stretching makes you weak and 
slow – an argument that is easy to prove.

Using a vertical jump device such as the BFS 
Just Jump and Run, have an athlete test their 
vertical jump, then have them stretch their legs 
for about 10 minutes. Test their vertical jump 
again, and you’ll find that they will probably 
have lost an inch or more in the jumping ability. 
Because the vertical jump is a test of power and 
the ability to initiate movement, the conclusion 
is that stretching before practice or a game will 
adversely affect performance. Let’s look at the 
research.

 In 2012 the Clinical Journal of Sports Medi-
cine published a review of 106 articles on stat-
ic stretching. The authors said that stretches 
performed for 60 seconds or more longer could 
reduce power and strength if they were done 

immediately before the activity. Two points. First, 
the studies showed that stretches lasting 30 
seconds or less may not have a significant ef-
fect on performance. Second, the effects wear 
off – stretches performed after practice or in the 
morning may not have any influence on pow-
er or strength. If it did, then how to you explain 
that the fastest men and women in track and 
field stretch?

Can stretching prevent injuries? Consider that a 
study published in 1982 in the American Jour-
nal of Sports Medicine found that link between 
muscle tightness lower body strains and tendi-
nitis (overuse) injuries. Tendinitis is one of the 
most frustrating types of injuries for an athlete 
because one of the common recommendations 
is to stop playing sports.

In an observational study involving 10,393 Aus-
tralian basketball players (3421 men and 6972 
women) during competition, the researchers 
found that the number of significant ankle inju-
ries was 3.85 per 1000 participations (such as 
a practice). The average time missed from prac-
tice was 2.2 weeks. The researchers found that 
those who did not stretch before playing their 
sport were 2.6 times more likely to injure an an-
kle compared to those who did stretch. That’s a 
pretty strong sales pitch for stretching.

For over 40 years BFS has recommended that all 
athletes stretch, and we still believe so. Yes, we 

accept the research that says that a long session 
of static stretching immediately before practice 
or a game may adversely affect performance, but 
that certainly doesn’t mean stretching has no 
value. Stretch after practice, stretch in the eve-
ning, or even stretch in the morning. Just stretch!

Kim Goss, MS  Editor in Chief, BFS magazine

kim@bfsmail.com  

Up Front
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BFS COACH’S MARKETPLACE New products from BFS can help you expand your program 
to the next level!
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SAVE On BE AN 11 Seminars!  
Call 800-628-9737 

Our dynamic seminar presenters will infuse your athlet-
ic program with a greater vision. Along with that vision, 
they will teach your athletes how to set higher goals, work 
harder and become better people as they create their own 
value system with higher standards.

Hand Armor Liquid Chalk (2 oz) $4.95 USD
Antibacterial- Kills 99.9% germs and bacteria such as staph, 
H1N1, MRSA, Ringworm, etc. Last up to 10 times longer than 
regular chalk.  Better Grip.

TruFit $199.00 USD
UNIT™ 2.0 Main Features, Dual Anchor Attachment
Allows for unilaterally off-load of the resistance.
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Plyo Max 3 $169
Nailed, Glued, and Screwed for incredible durability and toughness
Painted Black3 Sizes in one box, 20”, 24”, and 30” $169
Note:  The photo shows a single Plyo Max 3 in the three different orienta-
tions.  Price shown includes one Plyo Max 3.

Smart Cart $1695!
The Smart Cart Training System organizes your training equipment into 
a compact and easy-to-transport system. Using the timed rotational cir-
cuit, coaches will be able to train as many as 60 athletes in one hour with 
the equipment on the Smart Cart..

Heavy Duty Push / Pull Sled $295
Heavy 11 Gauge Steel Tubing - Long-Lasting 3/8” Solid Steel Slide Plates
Built to be Used on Concrete, Asphalt - High Vertical Handles and Low 
Horizontal Handles - Pull Harness Attachment Position - Dual Olympic 
Plate Holders Develop Explosive Power in LEGS and HIPS

G
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BFS is pleased to announce we now have 
all your Athletic and Physical Education 
gear and equipmnet. 

Weather you need playground balls, jumpropes, agility cones or soccer 
nets BFS can put together your order with a simple phone call. 800-628-
9737

Now available in a downloadable catalog 
for easy shopping. 
Click here for Direct Download

In-Service WRSC Certification!  
Educate and  protect your staff 
and students Call 800-628-9737 

In-Service Certification can be scheduled by any school, district or in-
stitution and BFS comes to your facility and certifies your teachers and 
coaches. Learn more about how to get youir whole staff, any one who 
instructs in the weight room, certified and on the same page regarding 
maintaining an effective and safe weight training program. Learn more
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Everybody who is anybody in the Iron Game and 
athletic fitness community goes to the Arnold 
Sports Festival, and Team BFS is no exception.

This year “The Arnold” was held on March 2-5 
In Columbus, Ohio. The annual event attracted 
20,000 athletes from 80 nations who competed 
in 70 sports. It’s popularity ha s enabled it to ex-
pand to the following continents: Melbourne; São 
Paulo, Brasil; Johannesburg, South Africa; Hong 
Kong; and Barcelona, Spain.

What’s Happening

Team BFS 
Goes to the 
Arnold
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“I look forward to continuing 
my worldwide fitness crusade 
in 2017 as we again travel to 
all six continents to promote 
the Arnold Classic multi-sports 
festival – the largest multi-
sports festival in the world,” 
Schwarzenegger said.

Competing in the weightlifting 
event and mingling with the 
athletes were Team BFS weight-
lifters Sesely Omli (top right) 
and Nicole Patruno (top left). 
Here are some photos of Nicole 
and Sesely taking a workout 
in the training hall, participat-
ing in many of the events, and 
posing with meet director Mark 
Cannella (top row), 3x weight-
lifting Olympian Fred Lowe, 
(bottom middle) and 25-time 
Grand World Jump Rope Cham-
pion Tori Boggs (bottom right).

What’s Happening
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BFS Set Rep Log App
Phone Tablet Computer

You can’t break 
records if you don’t 
keep records! 

Athletes can keep 
track of progress on 
a phone, tablet or 
computer. 

Coaches can keep up 
with the progress of 
the whole team. 

Simply logging in 
and entering athletes 
allows for recording 
sets, reps, weights 
and tracks record 
breaking activity 
every workout! 

With this web based 
app every device with 
a web browser can 
take advantage the 

BFS Total Program 
and nearly 40 years 
of championship 
building protocols 
that has lead 1,000s 
of team to winning 
seasons in nearly 
every state!
Call BFS To get on 
board today! 
800-628- 9737

CLICK
TO 

BEGIN
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Learn More Online

CLICK

Commercial Grade - Budget Friendly
Starting at Only $1,195  
Ships Free With Varsity Orders Over $3,000 
Redesigned right to the top with a sturdy fully enclosed frame. External plate racks for easy access.  
Expandable design allows for easy addition of the Varsity Power Clean Platform 
Package Pricing Available 800-628-9737

2015 varsity half rack

BEST VALUE FOR TEAMS THAT WANT TO WIN! 
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CLICK

BXI Dog Sled
$265

Heavy Duty BFS Push/Pull 
Sled
Dual Olympic 
Plate Holders
$295
With Harness and 
Lead

$345

POWER + SPEED
The Formula for Success
Develop Powerful LEGS and HIPS

Varsity Plyo Boxes  
Safest on the Market
Only $695.00

Made of 3/4” Plywood Nailed, Screwed and 
Glued together

3/8” Solid, Non-Slip Rubber Tops Unparalleled 
Safety

Varsity Set Includes: Three 20” Boxes • One 
32” Box with Booster

Sprint Sled
$199
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As the Centennial Coyotes football team cele-
brated its 5th state championship in November 
2015, many people could not remember a time 
that Centennial was not a football powerhouse. 
Centennial, led by Coach Richard Taylor, had just 
competed in its 8th state championship game 
since 2005. However, this run of success seemed 
like a dream in the early years of the program.   

Centennial High School is in Peoria, a suburb of 
Phoenix. It opened in the 1990s surrounded by 
well-established football programs, as thus it 
was a struggle to get the program off to a suc-
cessful start. But Centennial did have one ad-
vantage. The Coyotes had used the BFS program 
since the opening of the school, being first im-
plemented by Coach Taylor and Coach Jim Cole-
man. 

I know the BFS program quite well because it 
is the first program I used as an athlete and as 
a player for Coach Taylor’s teams in the 1990s. 
This is first and foremost a great BFS success 
story about Coach Taylor and Centennial foot-
ball. Additionally, this is a story that spans nearly 
four decades, two states, involves several critical 
points of struggle, and a father-son football re-
lationship. You see, Coach Taylor is my father. I 

From Ohio to Arizona:  
A BFS Success Story by Andrew Taylor
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feel uniquely qualified to tell this story because 
I have experienced the BFS program from the 
point of view of a son of a head coach, as a play-
er and athlete in the 1990s, and also a coach 
and instructor in the 2000s-present. 

The Centennial football teams in the 1990s had 
some success and were always strong and tough, 
but couldn’t quite break through to win cham-
pionships. When I graduated college in 2000, I 
was hired at Centennial HS to teach history and 
coach football -- I became the defensive coordi-
nator in 2001. Our teams steadily improved. One 
of the main reasons was that we improved phys-
ically -- we became bigger, stronger, and faster 
because we utilized BFS in a more specialized 
manner. 

My father and I continually talked about ways 
to improve how we were using BFS and be-
gan implementing these ideas. One of the great 
things about BFS is its flexibility. We moved lift-
ing days around and experimented with differ-
ent orders of lifts and running days. For exam-
ple, we’ve used a three-days-a-week system and 
also a four-days-a-week system. No matter what, 
we stayed true to utilizing 3x3, 5x5, 54321 and 
10/8/6 (4/4/2) on the core lifts.  

We also created more accountability and per-
sonalization in our BFS program. We created a 
grading system for our athletes in which they’d 

Dedrick Young (now a starting linebacker at 
Nebraska), established our all-time 3 Lift Total 
record of 1359 (Bench-415, Squat- 625, Power 
Clean-319)! 

Here Dedrick breaks free for game securing td run 2014 champ game demonstraing 
Centenials commitment to a bigger faster and stronger team! 
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earn a letter grade by the end of the summer. 
The letter grade established a pecking order for 
many activities, such as lines for food and choice 
of jersey number. We made sure the weight room 
was open and productive year-round. We de-
signed our charts and tables to fit exactly what 
we were trying to achieve: a Bigger, Faster and 
Stronger football team. “Just like Novocain,” be-
came a mantra in the weight room (one of my 
dad’s favorites). Just put in the work, give it some 
time, and BFS will work -- just like Novocain.    

By 2003 our team won the division champion-
ship and went 10-2. In 2005, we made it to the 
state championship and narrowly lost. Finally in 
2006, we won the state championship, defeating 
Tucson Sunnyside 34-0. It was an awesome mo-
ment. I will always remember my father saying, 
“Hard work pays off…eventually.” 

We went on to win the state championships in 
2007 and 2008. We were proud to coach some 
hard-working and talented young men, and 
our program was bolstered by several great 
assistant coaches including Joe McDonald 
(OL), Hal Borhauer (DL), Kyle Hofmann (DBs), 
and Kris Lee (WRs). This level of success can 
be a double-edged sword. Because once cham-
pionships have been won, anything less than 
winning the state championship feels like a 
failure. Perhaps that shouldn’t be so, but it is 
human nature.  

Brett Tonz

In 2015 Centennisl had 26 players squat 400 or more. Much of the Coyote’s power was 
provided by RB/LB Dedrick Young and a two-way lineman, Brett Tonz (now at Colorado). 
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Centennial had great teams from ’09 to ’13. We 
were strong, fast and hard-working. Despite mak-
ing it to the championship game in ’10 and ’12, 
victory on the biggest stage had grown elusive. 
Our ’13 team lost in the quarterfinals, which was 
the worst showing for Coach Taylor’s program 
since 2003. Suddenly there were questions, ru-
mors and challenges. Of course, some parents 
wanted us gone. Now, for many teams, going 10-2 
would be a great achievement. At Centennial, 10-2 
was good enough to have some people calling for 
your resignation!

Some people wondered if Centennial football had 
its glory days and it was all over. Some people 
wondered if there was something wrong with the 
lifting program, BFS. Was it too old-fashioned, not 
up to date? Can you still win with BFS? Important 
decisions had to be made. Coupled with these is-
sues was the fact that some of the problems were 
generated by teachers and coaches at our own 
school. In short, one of them in particular had be-
come a cancer and was doing everything possible 
to veer athletes away from BFS (and football). 

Before I explain what we did, I’d like to go back 
in time, because this difficult period had occurred 
before in Coach Taylor’s career. Let’s go back to 
the 1980s, and to another part of the country, 
Coach Taylor’s home state of Ohio. Before lead-
ing the Coyotes in Arizona, Coach Taylor led the 
Roughriders of Western Reserve High School in a 

In 2015 20 Centennial players power cleaned 250 or more (led by 
Randy Rodriguez at 314). 
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rural area of northern Ohio. Coach Taylor’s early 
1980s teams struggl ed to establish themselves 
against teams in the area that were just bigger 
and stronger and faster. 

In early 1983, with the support of assistant 
coach Barry Pickens, Coach Taylor contacted BFS 
Founder Dr. Greg Shepard about hosting a clin-
ic at the school. Even though I was quite young, 
I remember this clinic mainly because Dr. Shep-
ard brought Stefan Fernholm, a word class discus 
thrower from Sweden. Stefan, an incredibly big 
and explosive athlete, demonstrated the bench, 
squat, power clean, jumping (dunking the bas-
ketball) and challenged the fastest players in the 
school in sprints (Stefan won easily, by the way). 
Dr. Shepard and Stefan made it clear that per-
forming these lifts, with heavy weights, was vital 
to athletic development. 

The clinic was a lightning rod for the players 
and coaches; the program was energized and the 
team rapidly improved. In 1984 the Roughriders, 
representing a rural school of 400 students, won 
their conference championship and made it to 
the 2nd round of the Ohio State Football Play-
offs.  

It was clear to Coach Taylor that in tough times, 
you don’t abandon your core principles. Instead 
of abandoning BFS, those who were not on board 
began to disappear. We met with the players 
and explained that BFS was our way and that 

we were going to do it our way. Everyone, play-
ers and coaches alike, needed to be pulling the 
rope…together. We did.

 This rededication to BFS refocused our ener-
gies and our off-season lifting before the 2014 
season was awesome. Bolstered by new assis-
tant coaches such as Steve Isaac and Ian Comes, 
we shattered most of our all-time lifting records. 
One athlete in particular, Dedrick Young (now a 
starting linebacker at Nebraska), established our 
all-time 3 Lift Total record of 1359 (Bench-415, 
Squat- 625, Power Clean-319)! Our 2014 team 
rediscovered our football identity. We were tough 
and physical. We could run the ball on offense 
and stop the run on defense. Much of that pow-
er was provided by RB/LB Dedrick Young and a 
two-way lineman, Brett Tonz (now at Colorado). 
We won the state championship against our rival, 
Liberty HS, 26-14. 

Our 2015 team adopted Coach Taylor’s mantra, 
“TEAM-TEAMMATES-self” and played like it. This 
team was incredibly strong -- our all-time best. 
We had 30 players bench press 300 or more (led 
by Chris Jules at 460); 26 players squat 400 or 
more and 20 players power clean 250 or more 
(led by Randy Rodriguez at 314). Similarly fo-
cused, this squad also won the state champi-
onship against Desert Ridge HS, 26-6. This was 
a special honor as our program (due to its suc-
cess, not enrollment numbers) had been moved 
to the highest-level classification in the state. I 

can’t adequately explain what a deep sense of 
pride and accomplishment this gave everyone 
involved. And to go through this Centennial foot-
ball journey with my father, was and is a tremen-
dously gratifying and bonding experience.    

Although our 2016 team came up just short in 
the state championship, we intend to be back 
soon. With our use of BFS, you can expect a Cen-
tennial Coyotes team that is bigger, faster and 
stronger than last year. 

I asked my father for a closing comment about 
BFS, and he replied, “BFS has saved my job twice. 
I do not believe I’d still be coaching if not for 
BFS. BFS is simply the best system to prepare 
high school athletes, particularly in football, but 
across the board.” 

Andrew Taylor (left) and Richard Taylor 
and 2016 team photo
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D-Flex $69.00

The D-Flex will give you a 
kinesthetic feel of how to 
keep your toes up as you 
sprint! Includes a manual 
full of training protocols

(Click Here to Download)

Sprint Chutes 
$69.95

Specifically Designed to In-
crease Speed

Strong, Inner-Core Webbing

Quick Release Belt

30 and 15 Foot 
Ballistic Response 
Ladder $59.95

Great for speed training

Double Man 
Overspeed $109.95 

Cord Safely Contained in 
Nylon Sleeve

Harness & Lead 
$49.95 

Comfortable, yet  
Durable Nylon 

Order your speed  
equipment here! 

Adjustable Weighted Vest - 
20 lbs $69.95 USD

Great for speed training

Build BFS Speed Build BFS Speed 
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“Talent prevails” seems to be the motto of many 
sports coaches when it comes to running fast-
er, whether it be for a 40-yard dash or a 5K run. 
While it true that genetic gifts enable athletes to 
run fast without any special training, it’s also true 
that any athlete, at any level of experience and 
for any distance, can improve their speed with a 
smart weight training program.

Let’s start by recognizing the fact that there is 
a relationship between strength and speed. The 
Journal of Experimental Biology published a pa-
per in 2005 that assessed the physical qualities 
of the faster runners from 1990 to 2003. The 
researchers looked at eight events in track and 
field, from 100 to 10,000 meters. What the re-
searchers concluded -- to no surprise -- was that 

the athletes with the most muscle run between 
distances of 100 to 400 meters.

The reason sprinters with more muscle mass can 
run faster is because they can apply more force 
into the ground. When an athlete applies more 
force into the ground, they increase their stride 
length. In 1991 Carl Lewis broke the world re-

BFS Program
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cord in the 100 meters with a time of 
9.86 seconds, covering the distance in 
43 steps; in 2009 Usain Bolt ran that 
distance in 9.58 but only took 41 steps. 
With every step, Bolt was able to apply 
more force into the ground and thus 
propel himself further every step – in 
other words, he covered more ground 
with each step.

The downside 
of increasing 
muscle mass 
is that the 
extra weight 
reduces ver-
tical height during a run. Test your 
vertical jump, and then test it again 
while wearing a 5-pound weight vest 
and you will see a significant decrease 
in jumping height. For this reason, an 
athlete who wants to run faster needs 
to focus on developing the type of 

muscle fibers that would contribute 
the most to force production.

There are two types of muscular hy-
pertrophy. The first is called myofibril-
lar  hypertrophy and the second is 
called sarcoplasmic hypertrophy. When 
you perform relatively low reps with 
heavy weights, which is myofibrillar 

hypertrophy 
and is what 
weightlift-
ers do, you 
increase the 
size of the 
powerful 

fast twitch muscle fibers. When you 
perform relatively high reps, which is 
sarcoplasmic hypertrophy and is what 
bodybuilders do, you are focusing on 
the less powerful slow twitch mus-
cle fibers along with many other sub-
stances that increase bodyweight but 
do not contribute to power production. 
In other words, dead weight. Likewise, 
athletes who want to run fast need 
to maintain low levels of bodyfat – as 
many coaches are fond of saying, “You 
can’t flex fat!”

Another way to run faster is to de-
crease ground contact time, which re-

BFS Feature Story

Paul Dick’s weight training program at 
Churchville-Chili High School in New York 
was featured in our September/October 
2007 issue. Here he is shown working 
with Amanda Vestri, a high school senior 
who has run the 3000m in 9:48.84 and 
the 1500m in 4:44.01.

“Although most track coaches would 
accept the idea that sprinters can increase 

their speed by becoming stronger, distance 
coaches are less responsive.

http://www.biggerfasterstronger.com/home/home.asp


fers to how much time is spent on the 
ground with each step. If an athlete has 
poor sprinting mechanics, such as land-
ing with excessive plantar flexion (i.e., 
toe landing), they will not be running 
efficiently. If they are relatively weak in 
the glutes, hamstrings, and calves, they 
will have to spend more time on the 
ground to stabilize the leg. One reason 
BFS has promoted the glute-ham raise 
is that it effective works all three mus-
cles, including both the hip extension 
and knee flexion functions of the ham-
strings – in fact, the technical name for 
the exercise is the glute-hamstring-gas-
trocnemius raise.

Although most track coaches would ac-
cept the idea that sprinters can increase 
their speed by becoming stronger, dis-
tance coaches are less responsive. Of-
ten, they believe that the best way to 
train a distance runner go faster is to 
have them run more – in many high 
schools, the cross country runners of-
ten put in more than 50 miles a week! 
However, a study published in the May 
1999 issue of the Journal of Physiology 
found a better approach.

This study involved distances runners 
who reduced their training time on the 
track by 32 percent and replaced it with 

an “explosive-strength training pro-
gram” that include heavy weight train-
ing exercise such as leg presses. Again, 
this experimental group was running 
32 percent less than the control group. 
A 5K time trail was performed at be-
ginning and end of the experiment, and 
only the experimental group showed 
significant decreases in their running 
times.

Stride rate refers to how quickly an ath-
lete can turnover their legs when they 
run. This factor has the least amount 
of trainability, especially after an ath-
lete reaches puberty. For this reason, it’s 
important to get young athletes start-
ed with a good foundation strength 
and conditioning program that involves 
sprinting and plyometrics, such as the 
BFS Readiness Program.

Knowing how to run faster is the first 
step in developing better athletes, and 
the next step is to put these ideas into 
practice. To get you started in the right 
direction, consider BFS. Hundreds of 
thousands of young athletes have been 
using the BFS Total Program for over 
four decades to help them run fast-
er and develop total athletic fitness, so 
consider BFS first.
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BFS Feature Story

Laura Murphy is a junior from East Greenwich High School in 
Rhode Island is trained by BFS Editor Kim Goss. Her best times 
include 7.43 in 55m (indoor), 12.3 in 100m, 25.6 in 200m, 41.33 
in 300m (indoor), and 58.2 in 400m.  She has vertical jumped 
(no step) 25.1 inches, cleaned 25 pounds over bodyweight, and 
hex bar deadlifted over double bodyweight. (Track photo by 
Milesplit.com
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BXI Double Sided Half Rack 
Starting Price:
$1895

BXI Half Rack 
Starting Price:
$1445BXI Farmer’s 

Walk
$195

BXI Squat Stand 
Only
$495

BXI line has your back
Call a Weight Room Specialist 800-628-9737

BXI Half Racks 3”x 3” 7 Gauge Steel Construction, Includes safties and bar catches, 
Optional power clean platform available. Free Shipping on orders over $3,000 Order 
online at www.biggerfasterstronger .com

Affordable BXI 
squat stands 
can help 
maximize your 
work out space

CLICK
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Be An 11 Seminar, 
1 Day Total Program Clinic
50 Athletes: $4985  

Product # 800D

Pricing and Savings
RETAIL PRICE: 50 STU-

DENTS
PACK-
AGE

BE AN 11 SEMI-
NAR

$2990 $1495

1 DAY TPC $3490 $3490
IMPLEMENTA-

TION PACKAGE
$2500 $0

TOTAL  $8980 $4985
Save Over $3995
Be An 11: $20 per student over 
50
1 Day Clinic: $20 per student 
over 50

Implementation package valued at over 
$2,500. Includes Set Rep Logs, equip-
ment, Total Program DVDs, Be An 11 
books, and much more!

BFS Championship Camp 
& Coaches WRSC
2 Days, 50 Athletes & 5 Coach-
es: $6980 Product # 800A

Be an 11 Seminar • 2 Day Total Program 
Clinic • In-Service Weight Room Safety 
Certification 

Pricing and Savings
RETAIL: 50 STUDENTS & 

5 COACHES
PACK-
AGE

BE AN 11 $2990 $1495
2 DAY TPC $3990 $3990

IN-SERVICE 
WRSC

$3195 $1495

IMPLEMENTA-
TION PACK-

AGE

$3500 $0

TOTAL : $13,675 $6980
Save Over $6695!
WRSC: $299 per coach over 5
Camp: $40 per student over 50

Implementation package
Valued at over $3,500 the implementation 
package contains equipment, instruction-
al materials and ongoing support So you 
can take charge of your program immedi-
ately after your Championship Camp!
Includes: 
Complete Weight Room Evaluation, 2D 
weight room layout design, Set Rep 
Logs, Youth Training Bar Package, Total 
Program DVDs, Be An 11 books, camp 
t-shirts, 4 month magazine subscription 
for all athletes and students, WRSC Sup-
port for certified coaches and more!
Experience, Tradition, and 
Value:
The BFS Championship Camp delivers a 
winning culture to your school - in athlet-
ics and in life!

BFS Championship Camp 
2 Days, 50 Athletes $5485

Product # 800B
Be an 11 Seminar • 2 Day Total Program 
Clinic 

Pricing and Savings

RETAIL PRICE: 50 STU-
DENTS

PACK-
AGE

BE AN 11 
SEMINAR

$2990 $1495

2 DAY TPC $3990 $3990
IMPLEMENTA-

TION PACK-
AGE

$2500 $0

TOTAL: $9480 $5485
Save Over $3995!
Camp: $40 per student over 50

Implementation package valued at over 
$2,500. Includes Set Rep Logs, Weight 
Room Evaluation, Total Program DVDs, 
Be An 11 books, camp t-shirts and much 
more!

Be An 11, Coaches WRSC 
1 Day Total Program Clinic, 
50 Athletes & 5 Coaches: 

$6480 Product # 800C

Pricing and Savings
RETAIL: 50 STUDENTS & 

5 COACHES
PACK-
AGE

BE AN 11 
SEMINAR

$2990 $1495

1 DAY TPC $3490 $3490
IN-SERVICE 

CERT.
$3195 $1495

IMPLEMEN-
TATION 

PACKAGE

$3000 $0

TOTAL: $12,675 $6480

Save Over $6195!
Be An 11: $20 per student over 50
1 Day Clinic: $20 per student over 50
WRSC: $299 per coach over 5

Implementation package valued at over 
$3,000. Includes Set Rep Logs, equip-
ment, Total Program DVDs, Be An 11 
books, WRSC Support and much more!

Be An 11, Coaches WRSC 
50 Athletes & 5 Coaches:
$4735 Product # 800G

Pricing and Savings
RETAIL: 50 STU-

DENTS & 5 COACHES
PACKAGE

BE AN 11 
SEMINAR 

$2990 $2990

IN-SERVICE 
WRSC 

$3195 $1745

IMPLEMEN-
TATION 

PACKAGE

$2500 $0

TOTAL: $8685 $4735
Save Over $3950!
Be An 11: $30 Per student over 50
WRSC: $349 per coach over 5

 

Coaches Weight Room Safety 
Certification
10 Coaches Minimum  
$5190 Product # 800H

Pricing
10 COACHES
10 COACHES X $399 - $3990 + 
1200 DEPOSIT
Total: $5190

WRSC: $399 per coach over 10
Implementation package worth over 
$2,300. 

G H

Start Your Championship 
Journey With BFS!

Package Details and Information: All camps and clinics 
offered come with implementation packages containing instructional 
materials, many worth more than $3,000. For complete details on these 
packages and what you can expect from your camp, clinic or seminar 
visit www.biggerfasterstronger.com/camps. Here you will also find 
helpful hints and instructions on what you can do to prepare for your 
BFS clinics. All dates must be booked 30 days prior to clinic date.  
Book early to lock in your preferred dates.

2 Day Total Program Clinic,  
Coaches WRSC  
50 Athletes & 5 Coaches: 

$5735 Product # 800E

Pricing and Savings
RETAIL PRICE: 50 STU-

DENTS
PACK-

AGE
2 DAY TPC $3990 $3990

IN-SERVICE 
CERT. 

$3195 $1745

IMPLEMENTA-
TION PACKAGE

$2500 $0

TOTAL: $9685 $5735
Save Over $3,950!
2 Day Clinic: $30 per student over 50
WRSC: $349 per coach over 5

Implementation package valued at over 
$2,500. Includes Set Rep Logs, equip-
ment, Total Program DVDs, WRSC Sup-
port and much more!

1 Day Total Program Clinic,  
Coaches WRSC
50 Athletes & 5 Coaches: 
$5235 Product # 800F

Pricing and Savings
RETAIL PRICE PACK-

AGE
1 DAY TPC $3490 $3490

IN-SERVICE 
CERT. 

$3195 $1745

IMPLEMENTA-
TION PACK-

AGE

$2500 $0

TOTAL: $9185 $5235
Save Over $3,950!
1 Day Clinic: $30 per student over 50
WRSC: $349 per coach over 5

Implementation package valued at over 
$2,500. Includes Set Rep Logs, equip-
ment, Total Program DVDs, WRSC Sup-
port and much more!

D E F

2 Day Total Program Clinic,   
50 Athletes $3990  

Product # 800I
2 Day Clinic: $30 per student over 50
Implementation package worth over 
$1,500. 

1 Day Total Program Clinic,   
50 Athletes $3490  

Product # 800J
1 Day Clinic: $30 per student over 50
Implementation package worth over 
$1,500.  

Be An 11 Seminar  
50 Athletes $2,990  
Product # 800K

Be An 11: $30 per student over 50
Implementation package worth over 
$1,000.  

I J
K

Combine your clinics and save!
Call 800-628-9737 to learn about bringing BFS to your school

ToTal Program CliniCs & ChamPionshiP CamPs

Learn More about the Total Program 
at www.biggerfasterstronger.com

CLICK

CA B

All Pricing Includes Travel, Air Fare and Expenses
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BFS Magazine comes to you  
12 times a year
Packed with valuable stories on successful teams, BFS 

Magazine is your resource for mo-

tivation, training and inspiration. 

Each issue addresses various issues 

dealing with the latest training 

methods and helps coaches and 

athletes focus on what is effec-

tive in their unique environment. 

Helping coaches separate fads from 

efficient, effective work-outs, BFS 

Magazine is an ongoing resource for 

every coach in any sport. High School 

coaches have known for years that 

the BFS Total Program is safe and ef-

fective for training the developing young athlete, regardless of their sport 

or gender. 

For 40 years BFS Magazine has been a publication dedicated to helping 
athletes succeed through strength training and character development. 
So whether you are a BFS WRSC certified coach, a magazine subscriber or 
an individual athlete, you can trust that BFS is committed spreading our 
knowledge to help you get the most out of your athletics and your life

BFS Magazine “Coaches Helping Coaches”
See you next month!
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CALL NOW 800-628-9737 
Online Early Registration Saves $100

The BFS WRSC In-Service presentation 
is a full-day, hands-on practicum with a 
multimedia presentation. The certification 
goes from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., with a 
30-minute lunch break. 
Early Registration, 30 days prior to 
event: $299, Regular price: $399
Practical and Theory Course • 1 Day, 

Hands on Practicum • Online Exam
Each Coach recieves a Certification 
Implementation Package including all  
study materials to complete the course 
• Access to BFS Online Learning Center 
with complete technique and trianing video 
library to teach the BFS Total Program!

Galesburg, MO:
5/20/2017 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM

Knox College
2 East South Street
Galesburg, IL  61401
Contact: Dennis Moon dmoon@bfsmail.
com 
EARLY REGISTRATION -  
30 days prior = $100 OFF!!

Paris, TX:
6/8/2017 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM

North Lamar High School
3201 Lewis Lane
Paris, TX  75460
Contact: Jim Brown jbrown@bfsmail.
com  
EARLY REGISTRATION -  
30 days prior = $100 OFF!! 
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Register Early • Weight Room  
Strength and Conditioning Certification from BFS

CERTIFIED COACHES CREATE 
CHAMPIONSHIP ENVIRONMENTS

UPCOMING CERTIFICATIONS 2017
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